Intercontinental landfill research symposium

Abstracts

Abstracts should be only two pages of length, including illustrations. The abstracts will be printed black and white, i.e. no color images are allowed.

Printer settings

Prepare your document with a printer setting like this document (paper size = A4, double sided print, margins = 25 mm (1 inch) all around.

Fonts and text flow

Use the Times New Roman font, or when needed Symbol. The normal text is size 12, super- and subscripts are smaller. Section headings are in bold font. Never use underlining anywhere, if some text need to be stressed, use latin letters.

Use straight left margin, do not indent. Separate sections of text with an empty row.

Information to include

- Title (14p and bold)
  - 2 empty rows
- Authors with complete contact information (email and affiliation). Use one line per author with the first author on top. (12p)
  - 2 empty rows
- Head first section (12p and bold)
  - 1 empty row
- Text first section (12p)
  - 2 empty rows
- Head next section (12p and bold)
  - 1 empty row
- Text next section (12p)
  - 2 empty rows

And so on, e.g. include sections like research questions, conclusions and a reference list (use author date format). Do not make too many sections.

Remember that the main purpose of the abstract is the same as for a poster, i.e to advertise your work so that people with similar interests can identify you.

Send all formatted abstracts according to separate announcement